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What are the Benefits?

A live demonstration Real world examples

Webinar Format



What is Scripting? 

A simple software language that, in 
this case, allows the solution to run 
autonomously.



What is Scripting?

Scripting uses our open-source API (Application 
Programming Interface) which runs inside of the camera. 
The camera is an embedded system. 

Embedded System



What is Scripting?

Users write scripts, referencing our API to complete 
their desired functionality. 

SubC has created examples of scripts and can help with 
advanced applications. 



What is Scripting?

The API has conditional statements that allow users to 
execute commands based on the state of other INPUT 
variables such as time or external sensors.  

The built-in real-time clock (RTC) or 
system-time inputs can be utilized.

Inputs

Function



Sensor Integration and Data Logging



What is Scripting?

The API and camera allow users to control the 
OUTPUT to external sensors.





Automatic strobe of LEDs 
in sync with exposure



Line, grid and parallel 
lasers



Product 
Demonstration



What are the benefits? 

Reduced autonomous system 
complexity and cost. 



What are the benefits?

Traditional underwater imaging solutions: 
Require external hardware to control all of the 
connected components. 

In this case: 
The camera controls everything. 

Programmed Controller



What are the benefits?

Traditional underwater imaging solutions:
Require an external data logger. 

In this case: 
The camera can record NMEA formatted data. 

NMEA Data Logger



What are the benefits?

Traditional underwater imaging solutions:
Require additional components such as underwater 
housings and cables. 

In this case: 
Reduced components result in decreased cost. 
Reduced components result in increased reliability. 

Cost effective and reliable 



What are the benefits?

Traditional underwater imaging solutions:
Have more components, which would result in greater 
power drain from any system batteries and power 
sources. 

In this case: 
Reduced overall sensor payload, improved efficiency.

Efficient for batteries



Some real world 
examples



Ocean Observatory Example

SubC worked with the University of Washington 
to create scripts that automatically run the 
camera observatory.

The scripts were used to record specific 
time-lapse photos and 4K video using a SubC 
Rayfin camera, LEDs, Lasers and a pan-tilt unit. 

The goal is for all images to have the same 
parameters and exact timing. Which will ensure 
accurate time-lapse for scientific studies. 

To see the RAW footage, follow this link. 

https://rawdata.oceanobservatories.org/files/RS03ASHS/PN03B/06-CAMHDA301/


Battery Powered Example

SubC worked with the Department of Fisheries 
and Oceans Canada to put together a working 
solution that the could lower from their research 
vessels.

Their scripts were used to record specific 
time-lapse photos and 4K video using a SubC 
camera, LEDs and Lasers running on a battery. 

Their goal was to collect data in various locations 
to then aid in fisheries management studies and 
decisions. 

Click here to see sample of footage. 

https://youtu.be/rBO4RbBA8Ss


Solutions

ROV Survey Battery Powered

Drop/Tow Camera Observatory

www.subcimaging.com/solutions

http://www.subcimaging.com/solutions
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